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Homology-based sequence analyses have

revealed the presence of a novel domain

(DDT) in bromodomain PHD finger

transcription factors (BPTFs), chromatin

remodeling factors of the BAZ-family and

other putative nuclear proteins. This

domain is characterized by a number of

conserved aromatic and charged residues

and is predicted to consist of three αα
helices. Recent studies indicate a likely

DNA-binding function for the DDT domain.

Chromatin remodeling complexes have

been implicated in the disruption or

reformation of nucleosomal arrays

resulting in modulation of transcription1.

Associated with these complexes are

several bromodomain-containing

proteins; the bromodomain is involved in

protein–protein interactions and other

regulation processes2,3.

The characterized domains of BPTF, a

bromodomain PHD finger (C4HC3 zinc-

finger homology) transcription factor4, 

are thought to perform protein-binding

functions2,5. We analyzed different regions

of this protein in order to identify possible

DNA-binding domains. PSI-BLAST

(Ref. 6) searches against NRDB (non-

redundant database) with the N-terminal

region (conserved residues 102–162, Fig. 1)

of BPTF reveal significant similarity to

proteins with N-terminal AT-Hooks8 in

Caenorhabdidtis elegans (E =7 ×10−11) and

Drosophila melanogaster (E = 2 ×10−15)

and nearly 100% identity to a C-terminal

truncated human transcription factor

(FALZ or FAC1, 810 amino acids in length), 

which is believed to play a role in

Alzheimer’s disease9.

Asecond round of PSI-BLAST searching

revealed homology to a four-PHD-domain5-

containing protein of unknown function,

MOI20 (E=10−3). After further iterations

the conserved region was also retrieved in

homeobox10-containing, putative 

DNA-binding proteins (E=10−4) and in

hypothetical proteins of Arabidopsis

thaliana (E = 4 × 10−6) as well as (with less

significance, E ≈ 0.04) in hypothetical yeast

proteins. Additional Hidden Markov Model

searches11 indicate similarity just above the

default threshold to members of the 

BAZ-family of chromatin remodeling factors

(E=0.15); BAZ (bromodomain adjacent to

zinc finger proteins)-family members12 are

proteins with a similar domain composition

to BPTF-transcription factors. These

proteins are implicated in Williams

Syndrome, a complex developmental

disorder with multisystemic defects13–15.

The significance of these latter homologies is

confirmed by MACAW alignment analysis16

(P-values between 10−12 and 10−50).

We named the newly discovered region

the DDT domain (after the better-

characterized DNA-binding homeobox-

containing proteins and the different

transcription and chromatin remodeling

factors in which it is found). This domain

is exclusively associated with nuclear

domains (see Fig. 2) and is generally ∼ 60

amino acids in length. Multiple sequence

alignment reveals several regions of

particular conservation, including

conserved charged residues, N-terminal

phenylalanines and C-terminal leucines

(Fig. 1). As previously reported12, the

putative protein–protein interaction

LXXLL motif18 is not conserved, even

within the BAZ subfamily members,

which makes a fundamental functional

role unlikely.

We propose a DNA-binding function for

the DDT domain. Several of the proteins

we have identified are known to bind DNA,

but lack a known DNA-binding domain

[e.g. ATP-dependant chromatin assembly

factor 1 (ACF1)19 and BPTF (Ref. 12)].

Furthermore, recent experimental

analysis of FAC1 (a truncated version of

BPTF) has shown that the N-terminal

region (1–398), which includes the DDT

domain, is essential for DNA-binding20. A

secondary-structure prediction using the

PHD program7 suggests that the domain

consists of three α helices, and such

α-helical composition is typical of many

DNA-binding domains of known structure.

However, fold-recognition procedures do

not produce convincing evidence of

homology to known DNA/RNA binding

α-helical bundles (data not shown). The

delination of the widespread DDT domain

and its boundaries should allow directed

structural studies. Our hypothesis of DNA-

binding can be tested experimentally.
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BPTF(FAC1) hs 102 NEHIMNVIAIYEVLRNFGTVLR-LSPFR------FEDFCAALVSQ-EQCTLMAEMHVVLLKAVLREEDT Q9UIG2
CG17135    dm 189 NTHVLRALSIYEVLRRFRHMVR-LSPFR------FEDLCAALACE-EQSALLTEVHIMLLKAILREEDA Q9W0T0
F26H11     ce 253 TASIMDAVEIYEILRSYHRTLR-ITPFT------FEDFCAALISH-NNSCIMAEVHMALLRNCLKSDDE O45409
BAZ1A      hs 573 PEIFGDALMVLEFLNAFGELFD-LQDEFPDG-VTLEVLEEALVGN-DSEGPLCELLFFFLTAIFQAIAE Q9UIG1
BAZ1B      hs 605 NTLFGDVAMVVEFLSCYSGLL--LPDAQYP--ITAVSLMEALSADKGGFLYLNRVLVILLQTLLQDEIA Q9UIG0
ACF1       dm 347 EHLLGDAFMMREFMHTYTGLLSGIEVFRQN--LSFYEMTRALTAR-EIAGPLSDILLVLLGTVFDLQKE Q9Y0W1
ZK783      ce 525 SQGFADALMVHEFVQNFGHVLG-IDLEIA---PKLESLCAGLDGDANHAEQTLQLTRQLLRLALEFPGM Q23590
H20J04     ce 473 NAEFEDYLFIFQFFNSFKQLLP-LKEIRGSDEVQFSDIIIAIKCNDPQNSSFADLLRVLLSIRTDIADE AAF39888
F3M18      at 658 DETVGNLLMVWRFLISFSDVLD-LWPFT------LDEFIQAFHDY-DSR-LLGEIHVTLLRSIIRDVED Q9SGP0
MLN1       at 515 DENVANLLMVWRFLITFADVLG-LWPFT------LDEFAQAFHDY-DPR-LMGEIHIVLLKTIIKDIEG BAB10985
MOI20      at 193 EEAVAHLLSVYGFLRSFSFQLY-ICPFE------LNDFVGALYFS-GPNSLLDAVHVALLRALKGHLER BAA98208
MAH20      at 298 MDCVGDLLMVWDFCTSFGRQLH-LWRFS------LEDFENAVCHKESNLVLIMEVHASLFRFLINERGD BAB10012
Ypl216     sc 376 QFPTERLLVVYQFLSFFGRFIG-LSHFN------FDQFLTTIKCT-SPEALVDEYVKINFLKTYNSKGS Q08964
F1N21      at 217 TEEAGNVCQLFEFCSAFGKALA-LKEGHAET-IVRELFICGRNTRRQQYCSITQMMIQLLDLISKDREM O49273
YGN3       sc 424 FDSFGKLLQAYQFLNTFGSKIC-LSHFS------LDQFITSLKCT-DPYELKGEVVLVNIRTQTSKEQE P53125
hypAT1     at 187 EEAVVYLLSVYGFLRSFSVQLY-ICPFG------LDDFVGALNFL-GPNSLLDAVHVALMRALKGHLER BAB11682
hypAT2     at 258 PEDAGNVFQFLEFCSAFGKALD-LRKGQAE--CVIREMLSGRSKRRQQYSTLTQMIIQLLTVILEDRGE BAB10159
Consensus   (80%) ...h.phh.lhpFhpsFuphL..lp.hp......hpph..ul.sp.p....h.plhhhLLphhhpp...
Sec.struc.pred.   ...hhHHHHHHHHHHHHHhh..............HHHHHHHH.......hHHHHHHHHHHHHHHh....

Fig. 1. Multiple sequence alignment of DDT domains of BPTF (bromodomain, PHD finger transcription factors),
transcription-factor-like proteins (BPTF, CG17135, F26H11), BAZ (bromodomain adjacent to zinc finger)-family proteins
[BAZ1A, BAZ1B, ATP-dependant chromatin assembly factor 1 (ACF1), ZK783, H20J04], Hox-domain-containing
proteins (F3M18, MLN1), PHD (C4HC3 zinc-finger homology)-domain-containing protein (MOI20) and other
hypothetical proteins (MAH20, Yp1216, F1N21, YGN3, hyp AT1, hyp AT2). First column, protein names; second
column, species names; third column is the start of the domain in each sequence; rightmost column, database
accession numbers. Conserved charged residues are shown in red; conserved hydrophobic residues are shown in
blue; other conserved residues are shown in purple. The consensus sequence (conserved in 80% of the sequences) is
shown below the sequences; h, p, u, s and l indicate hydrophobic, polar, tiny, small, aliphatic and negatively charged
residues, respectively. The predicted secondary structure (sec.struc.pred.) taken from the consensus of the alignment
is shown (H, helix predicted with expected average accuracy >82%; h, helix predicted with expected average accuracy
<82%)7. Abbreviations: at, Arabidopsis thaliana; ce, Caenorhabditis elegans; DDT, after DNA-binding homeobox-
containing proteins and the different transcription and chromatin remodeling factors in which it is found; dm,
Drosophila melanogaster; hs, Homo sapiens; sc, Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
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Fig. 2. Domain architecture of proteins that contain the DDT domain. Only proteins with distinct modular
organizations are shown. The domain names are according to the Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool17

(http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de). Abbreviations: AT, AT-Hook (a DNA-binding domain with preference for A/T
regions); B, bromodomain (might be involved in transcriptional regulation and protein–protein interactions); DDT,
after DNA-binding homeobox-containing proteins and the different transcription and chromatin remodeling factors
in which it is found; H, DNA-binding homeodomain; M, methyl-CpG-binding domain; P, PHD C4HC3 zinc finger. The
scale bar represents length of protein in amino acids.
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Protein sequence motifs

Protein Sequence Motif is a regular column for brief reports of new motifs or sequence homologies that have been
recognized in published sequences. Contributions to this column should be short (less than 500 words plus one

figure) and will be subject to peer review. Preference will be given to reports of motifs or sequence homologies with
profound biological significance. All sequences should have been published elsewhere in full and/or be freely
available in the appropriate databases (e.g. GenBank, SWISS-PROT, etc.), but the particular motif or sequence

alignment noted should not have been described before. Adequate statistical evaluation and, where appropriate,
structural correlations should be given.


